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Perception of security issues in the development of Cloud-IoT systems by a novice programmer
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Politecnico di Torino, Corso Duca degli Abruzzi 24, 10129 Torino, Italy

Abstract. It is very hard (or ineffective) to take an old system and add to it security features like plug-ins. Therefore, a computer system is much more reliable designed with the approach of security-by-design. Nowadays, there are several tools, middlewares, and platforms designed with this concept in mind, but they must be appropriately used to guarantee a suitable level of reliability and safety. A security-by-design approach is fundamental when creating a distributed application in the IoT field, composed of sensors, actuators, and cloud services. The IoT usually requires handling different programming languages and technologies in which a developer might not be very expert.

Through a use case, we analyzed the security of some IoT components of Amazon Web Services (AWS) from a novice programmer’s point of view. Even if such a platform could be secure by itself, a novice programmer could do something wrong and leave some possible attack points to a malicious user.

To this end, we also surveyed a small pool of novice IoT programmers from a consulting engineering company. Even if we discovered that AWS seems quite robust, we noticed that some common security concepts are often not clear or applied, leaving the door open to possible issues.
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1. Introduction

Designing a system is one of the more critical parts of the development life cycle since this phase’s decisions could be part of the product’s final release. For this reason, it is essential to design new systems having (at least) the main security concepts in mind. In this way, it will be less probable to expose possible attack points when the final product is ready for the users.

Unfortunately, this is not always so easy, especially for a programmer that is new to a particular technology. It is challenging to avoid “by design” security issues if the programmer does not feel comfortable with a specific technology. The Information and Communications Technology world is changing continuously: several technologies, products, frameworks, and software libraries appear and die every year. So, in a diversi-
In this work, we will not talk about someone that is currently learning how to program, but we are going to focus our analysis on novice IoT programmers, those software developers that had never developed a full-working and ready-for-production IoT system. To understand better novice IoT programmers’ security perception, we analyzed a use case related to a teaching activity recently conducted by our research group. This use case is focused on Amazon Web Services (AWS), which currently is one of the most complete, widespread, and reliable cloud computing platforms available on the market [1]. AWS respects confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA) of the customer’s data [2], and it provides services on demand: the customers pay only for resources that effectively consume. According to all these characteristics, it is quite probable that a novice programmer starts from AWS for developing a cloud IoT application with a robust and easy back-end. Even if such a platform could be secure by itself [2], a lack of experience could bring the developers to leave some possible attack points to a malicious user. Therefore, in case something goes wrong, the programmer can not wholly blame Amazon.

For all these reasons, we decided to conduct a survey on a small group of novice IoT programmers — taken from a consulting engineering company in Italy — to understand how much a lack of knowledge could be potentially harmful to the final product of this kind of developer.

In this paper, we are going to have an analysis of the related literature in Section 2. In Section 3, we will present the use case taken into account in our research activity, focusing on the possible reliability issues in Section 3.1. Afterward, in Section 4, we will conduct an AWS analysis focused on the previously highlighted attack points. Meanwhile, in Section 5, we will examine the perception of these issues by our group of novice IoT programmers. To conclude, we will discuss in Section 6 what is the actual severity of the previously cited attack points considering both the AWS design and the developers’ perceptions. In the end, in Section 7, we will provide some considerations related to this topic, and we will propose some insights for future works.

2. Related Work

The study of the way of thinking of novice programmers is not a new field of research; in 1989, Soloway and Spohrer published an entire book [3] to understand better the main issues of this class of programmers. More recently, in 2005, Lahtien et al. [4] conducted a quite extensive survey — counting 559 students and 34 teachers from 5 different countries — focused on the most common issues in learning how to programming by a university student. In this study, scholars pointed out that novice programmers’ biggest problem should not be to understand a computer science course’s concepts but, instead, learning how to apply them. This issue could be one of the reasons why, even if the attendees of our survey are aware of some security concepts, they did not apply them while developing their prototypes.

Even in our research group, this is not the first research activity related to novice programmers. We started studying novice IoT programmers of 2 different editions of the “Ambient Intelligence” course (2014 and 2015), held in Politecnico di Torino. In a previous study [5], we highlighted some of the most painful points for this class of developers.
In particular, we discovered that novice programmers perceived as extremely difficult the tasks regarding: integrating various subsystems, interaction with proprietary third-party services, and the configuration of mobile, web, or hybrid applications. Moreover, we are still studying and working on possible solutions to help programmers develop better IoT solutions like a computational notebook focused on IoT technologies [6].

However, it is not so common to find studies related to the security perception of a novice programmer. Usually, researchers analyzed this kind of perception from a non-technical point of view. For example, Varga et al. [7] published a work related to the cyber-threat perception of actors belonging to the Swedish financial sector.

Nowadays, the benefits of cloud computing are clear both for technicians and for the general public. However, every technology can expose security threats. Scholars have studied possible security issues of cloud computing since the very beginning of its worldwide diffusion [8][9]. On the one hand, according to the security section of their website [2], Amazon puts much effort into keeping AWS a reliable service. In their white papers, Amazon ensures that the IT infrastructure that AWS provides to its customers is designed and managed in alignment with security best practices and several IT security standards [10]. This commitment also seems to be confirmed by the work of other scholars [11]. On the other hand, one of the key points stressed inside the AWS policy is the shared responsibility model [12]. Since AWS and its customers share control over the IT environment, security is not entirely a duty of Amazon, but it is a responsibility shared with its customers. When it comes to managing security and compliance in the AWS Cloud, each party has distinct responsibilities. For this reason, the programmers must not underestimate their role in keeping their application developed through AWS secure.

Meanwhile, regarding IoT systems, the recent literature shows that IoT systems seem to be in a dangerous situation. According to the research activities of Kumar et al. [13], IoT systems are becoming more and more important in people’s houses; approximately 40% of houses all around the world have at least an IoT device, and about 70% in North America. In their work, Kumar et al. analyzed an extensive data set of IoT devices (83M) in a considerable amount of real houses (15.5M). They discovered that a surprising number of devices still support File Transfer Protocol (FTP) and Telnet — both considered not secure nowadays. Furthermore, on a specific day, they perform an in-depth analysis of the data coming from the users who are actively using Avast Wi-Fi inspector [3]. They find out that 62% of the scanning houses contained at least one known vulnerability. In another recent study [14], Kafle et al. demonstrate a lateral privilege escalation attack on a cloud IoT environment (Google Nest [4]). In their study, they explain as, quite often, the insecurity of the platform is related to errors of third-party programmers. Even if Nest is trying to keep its platform secure through a review process, they do not execute this review on “new” applications (i.e., applications downloaded by less than 50 users) that are more likely applications developed by novice programmers.

Even if other scholars are studying countermeasures to the weaknesses of IoT systems (e.g., through sharp Intrusion Detection Systems [15]), we decided to conduct this work to understand better what is the real security perception of novice IoT programmers. In particular, we are interested in getting relevant insights about the possibility of helping them design more reliable IoT systems from the very beginning.

---

3. Use Case

During the end of 2020, our research group was teaching a professional training course for a consulting engineering company in Turin, Italy. The course’s main goal was to teach a small group of programmers how to develop a Cloud-IoT-based application from scratch. This course started by introducing the IoT world, explaining possible advantages, disadvantages, and challenges. It also explained one of the most used protocols in this field: Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT). After this part, the programmers were introduced to cloud computing technologies starting from a general perspective. Subsequently, they were introduced to Amazon Web Services (AWS), focusing on cloud computing for IoT. In the end, the software developers learned some additional concepts related to how to develop a web server using the Representational State Transfer (REST) approach.

The course was organized in 4 non-consecutive days (one day per week), with theoretical sections in the mornings and practical laboratories in the afternoons. To conclude the course, each attendee has to develop a full-working prototype with all the components shown in Figure 1. This prototype had to be presented in a final lecture.

The main components of the project could be divided into four different categories:

- **Sensing devices**: devices used to retrieve some data from the physical world;
- **Acting devices**: devices used to act on the physical world (e.g., a smart lamp);
- **AWS Cloud**: a cloud back-end server able to manipulate and store all the data necessary for the application;
- **Front-end devices**: used to interact with the back-end (e.g., a mobile application).

3.1. Main architecture attack points

Considering the proposed the architecture (Figure 1), we defined the main attack points according to our knowledge and to the state of the art of security issues in the IoT field.
(e.g., [13] [14] [15] [16]). At the end of our analysis, we identified these five main attack points in the use case architecture:

1. the data flow between a sensor and the AWS back-end;
2. the data flow between AWS back-end and a physical actuator (e.g., a smart lamp);
3. the data flow between the AWS API Gateway and the user’s device;
4. the developed code stored inside AWS back-end (e.g., AWS Lambda component);
5. the back-end database offered by Amazon (i.e., Dynamo DB).

For instance, a possible attack that could occur on all the data flows could be a Man-In-The-Middle (MITM) attack or a Replay attack. Furthermore, a possible issue, if the database is not well protected and the data stored are not encrypted, could be a steal of information — that could be directly used by the malicious user or sold. Finally, our analysis’s last attack point is the code on the AWS back-end, for example, on the Lambda component. This component is probably the most critical point. If the code on the back-end of the application is compromised, the attacker will become able to do whatever she wants with the developed system.

4. AWS Analysis

In this section, starting from the architecture shown in Figure 3 and from the points presented in Section 3.1, we have identified how a malicious user can conduct these attacks, and we verified what countermeasures are used by AWS components.

4.1. Data Flow Protection

Three of the attack points highlighted in Section 3.1 are related to data flows. During transmission, data could be potentially eavesdropped, tampered with, and forged. The most common way to counter these dangers is by using cryptography on the transmitted data. According to AWS documentation [10], users must establish all the connections with the AWS back-end using HTTPS. This protocol is an extension of traditional HTTP using the Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol to encrypt the data flow. For this reason, HTTPS is also called HTTP over TLS. TLS is a widespread protocol based on asymmetric cryptography. At the current time, TLS is considered a reliable and secure protocol, so the Amazon approach is coherent with the state-of-the-art. Furthermore, if a user requires additional security, AWS offers the possibility to create an Amazon Virtual Private Cloud (VPC) and use IPsec to contact the VPC.

4.2. AWS Back-end Protection

To have access to AWS Back-end services (like AWS Lambda) users must be authenticated. AWS provides two different types of user account: root user and Identity and Access Management (IAM) user. The root user is created by a customer when she registers for the first time to AWS. It is the account with the highest privileges. The root account can create several IAM accounts and assign them the necessary privileges (e.g.,

---

5 An attack in which a malicious user intercepts and modifies the data meanwhile they are being transmitted.
6 An attack in which a valid data pack is stored and sent by a malicious user in a different moment.
the right of writing on a particular database or the right to use a specific service). Even in this case, registration and login data flows are protected using HTTPS. Indeed, assuming that AWS implemented the registration and login processes correctly, the main possible failure points are two: an inadequate privileges policy and bad passwords.

An example of a good privileges policy is the Principle of Least Privilege (POLP). This principle’s idea is that any user, program, or process should have only the bare minimum privileges necessary to perform its function. Furthermore, it is a good habit not to share an account between multiple users. Each user should have their accounts. Even if Amazon strongly recommends using the root account only for creating IAM accounts (and for other very few tasks), this best practice is not enforced at all. From our perspective, AWS should force its customers to create at least one IAM account. This approach will help new users to understand this security concept better.

Instead, the password policy enforced by AWS for root and IAM accounts is quite robust. Currently, it forces the users to create passwords with a minimum length of 8 symbols and at least two of the following three characteristics:

- including both lowercase and uppercase characters;
- including a number;
- including a non-alphanumeric symbol.

Unfortunately, we noticed that AWS seems not to have taken any particular countermeasures for dictionary attacks (for example, a password like “Amaz0nWS” is correctly accepted when registering a new account). On the other hand, for the IAM accounts, there is the possibility of let AWS auto-generates the password. The generated passwords have a length of 16 characters and include all the characteristics previously cited.

4.3. AWS Back-end Database Protection

Amazon provides different database solutions (both relational and NoSQL), and it offers database-related services as data-warehouse. In particular, in our use case, the developers have to use DynamoDB, a NoSQL database service that provides fast and predictable performance with seamless scalability. Amazon DynamoDB is accessible via TSL-encrypted endpoints.

By default, the DynamoDB service encrypts all data at rest to enhance data security. A customer can use the default encryption, the AWS-owned Customer Master Key (CMK), or the AWS-managed CMK to encrypt all data. DynamoDB also offers support to switch encryption keys between the AWS-owned CMK and AWS-managed CMK.

To avoid the risk of losing data, a user can set up automatic backups using a particular template in AWS Data Pipeline that was created just for copying DynamoDB tables. AWS offers the possibility to decide between full or incremental backups in the same or in a different region.

To control who can use the DynamoDB resources and API, the user has to set up permissions in the IAM service. Through IAM policy, a user can also specify a fine-grained access control policy (e.g., to allow or deny access to specific rows or columns). Additionally, each request to the database must contain a valid HMAC-SHA256 signature. HMAC (Hash-based Message Authentication Code) is an authentication code to be sent together with the request, generated using SHA256 (Secure Hash Algorithm 256), a cryptographic hash function belonging to the SHA-2 family. Even in this case, this could
be considered a state-of-the-art approach. The AWS Software Developer Kits automatically sign user’s requests; however, each user can write their HTTP requests proving the signature in the header of the requests.

5. Developer Perspective on AWS Security

The purpose of this section is to understand if the lack of knowledge of a novice programmer could be compensated or not by the AWS countermeasures cited in Section 3. To do this, we prepared a survey starting from the use case presented in Section 3. In this section, we will present the survey structure and the answers provided by our participants.

5.1. Structure of the Survey

At the very end of the course, after the final review of the projects — when the students are already aware if they successfully passed the exam or not — we asked the attendees to fulfill a survey. Thanks to these survey results, we have an initial idea of the perception of the security issues during the development of a Cloud-IoT system from a novice programmer’s point of view, focusing on AWS.

We divided the survey into three distinct sections: “background and individual studying”, “possible attack points”, and “countermeasures and best practices”.

In the first section, we asked the participants how much they think to be cybersecurity experts, how much they think that security is important in IoT systems, and who is in charge of the security of something developed on AWS infrastructure. Then, we showed Figure 1 as a reminder of their systems’ architecture. We demanded the attendees to think about the possible security issues of the architecture and how they managed these issues during the development (if they did not manage the issues, we also asked why).

In the section “possible attack points”, we introduced what we already explained in Section 3. We required the students to sort the attack points from the easiest to the hardest to attack and according to the possible severity if an attack succeeded. Furthermore, the programmers had to specify the worst possible consequence if a malicious user attacks the most critical point and, to conclude, how many of those points they considered while developing their projects.

In the last section, we wanted to understand if they tried to take some countermeasures (e.g., robust passwords, different accounts with different privileges, encryption algorithms, etc.) and if they are aware that AWS provides some components to help them manage IoT security (e.g., AWS IoT Device Defender).

5.2. Survey Results

In total, the course had 9 novice IoT programmers; we were able to collect answers from 6 of them (so our survey had an answer rate of 67%). All the attendees were male.

From one side, our programmers feel very inexperienced about cybersecurity; on a scale from 1 to 5, 5/6 participants answer 1, while the other select 2. On the other side, they think that cybersecurity is quite important, and it depends on the severity of the

implemented software solution. All the novice programmers think that the implemented architecture could include a security issue, but no one said to have done something to mitigate the highlighted problems. At the question related to whom is in charge of the security of what is developed on AWS, 4/6 participants answer “both developer and AWS”. Instead, 2/6 consider the responsibility entirely of the developer.

The novice programmers consider the AWS database the most secure component among the presented attack points. In contrast, the data flows between the AWS back-end and the sensors/actuators are considered the less secure points. The most critical point in case of a successful attack is the data flow from the back-end to the actuators, followed by the developed Lambda functions on the back-end and the data flow from sensors to the back-end. 5 participants consider as the worst possible consequence a cyber-physical attack: a security breach in cyberspace that impacts the physical environment (e.g., activating or deactivating a machine). They are mainly afraid that an attacker can take control of the system to damage a machine or a person. The second biggest concern seems to be data loss. The novice programmers consider potentially attackable at most 2 of the 5 attack points (3/6 answers). At the same time, 2 participants did not think to anyone of the presented attack points during the development phase.

All the participants created a strong password (probably because AWS enforces it), but only 1 developer have used the service for creating an IAM account, while all the others use only the root account. Furthermore, only 2 participants specify that they did not create IAM accounts but are aware that they should had. Talking about data flows cryptography, 4 novice programmers did not check if the platform uses TLS for encryption or not. Only 1 developer verifies that TLS is used on the data flow from the sensors to the AWS back-end. Finally, regarding the data stored inside DynamoDB, 5/6 participants did not think if they were encrypted or not. To conclude, nobody thinks about using an additional tool provided by Amazon to improve his solution’s security. Only one participant said to have heard about IoT Device Defender, but he decided not to use it for the time constraint.
6. Discussion

It is interesting to notice that even if our group of programmers thinks that cybersecurity is quite critical, they do not feel to be experts in this field. Perhaps, it is a consequence of this perception if they did not pay too much attention to security requirements during their solution development. Furthermore, nobody thought to use an additional tool to compensate for their lack of knowledge and enhance their solution’s robustness (e.g., using AWS IoT Device Defender). All the participants thought that the architecture could include security issues, but no one acted to mitigate the problem. This is a little bit strange considering that for two respondents, the solution’s security is entirely the responsibility of the developer (meanwhile, for all the others is equally divided between the developer and AWS). We could try to explain this lack of action by considering that this project is just the outcome of a training course, and cybersecurity aspects were not the focus of our course.

The AWS database is considered the most secure point in the architecture. This perception could be quite dangerous considering that most programmers do not take care of database encryption. Even if AWS takes care of data at rest, programmers should remember to properly manage critical information (e.g., users’ passwords). Our use case does not include users’ registration, but properly hashing users’ passwords is crucial in a more complex application. According to our participants, the less secure points are the data flows from and to the AWS back-end. They are mainly apprehensive about cyber-physical attacks. Nevertheless, 4 programmers did not think about the security of the communication channels. Even in this case, Amazon does not allow connection not protected with TLS, so, fortunately, a lack of competence does not create a potential attack point.

We noticed that thanks to AWS policy, all the participants had created a strong password. On the contrary, almost no one had used AWS IAM service to create separate accounts with different privileges. Using a unique account for all the possible operations could create many problems if a malicious user owns the password. From our perspective, this issue could be mitigated if AWS enforce users to create at least an IAM account. A tutorial phase dedicated to this particular issue could help novice programmers understand why it is important to use a good privilege policy like Least Privilege’s principle.

7. Conclusions

From this preliminary analysis, we can conclude that AWS seems to be a good choice for implementing a secure Cloud-IoT solution even for a novice IoT programmer. The platform implements concepts at the state-of-the-art, and it has many useful tools to start developing. AWS is quite able to compensate for the lack of knowledge of the novice developers involved in the study. Our main suggestion is related to the accounts’ policies. We believe that forcing users to create separate accounts through the AWS IAM service could be a good starting point to improve the novice programmers’ awareness of good privileges policies.

We strongly believe that security-by-design is the best way to improve the reliability of every system. To achieve this goal, the primary security principles should be inside programmers’ minds since the beginning of the development cycle. Thanks to this study,
we understood that novice IoT developers tend to consider their system’s security as an important feature but to manage it as an additional component.

In our future works, we will have a more focused survey on a larger sample of novice IoT programmers to understand better this phenomenon’s dimension. Later on, we would like to provide some best practices and tools to help such novice programmers develop much more reliable IoT systems.
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